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WELCOME,

DADS

Volume LXV

FRIDAY

Star in Return Engagement

Honor-Wbos-ter

Dads' Saturday

One of Dogpatch's most eligible bachelors, "Archie" Thompson,
was caught yesterday by Wooster women in the elections for King of
Sadie Hawkins Day. Barely nosing out the
mystic
Grab'bag McBfstk, the winning 5th Section candidate will ascend his
throne November 20.
well-support-

court These hunks of graceful (?)
manhood are: George Donaldson, from
Douglass;

Stan Siders, of Eighth Sec
Wooster will not only play host to
tion; Buck Vaughan, Fourth's candiDads this weekend but also to a large
date; and Bill Ratz, of First.
group of Wittenberg students. For the
Fashioned after the famous Al Capp
first time since the war Wittenberg is
comic strip, the whole day of Thomphaving a Migration Day. As this will
son's glory will be one of turnabout
be the final game of their season and
activities. Girls are expected to escort
one of their very few day games, Woos
fellows to a Sadie - Hawkins - Dance
which will be held in the eym from ter was chosen as their destination de
mile
8:30 to 11:30 p.m. Howie Simon's spite the hundred and thirty-thre- e
orchestra is to play, and there is a ru- distance.
mor that, even the musicians want to
The Wittenberg Torch, sponsors of
get into the act. A warning has been
issued for all students to anticipate the migration, report they expect about
the impossible.
a hundred students ' will make the trip

ligers have a record similar to
Wooster's one win, the rest defea-tsthere apparently is a very spirited cam'
pus body behind them
berg

co-ed- 's

In many respects Wittenberg is like
Wooster. Both are coeducational
General chairman for the dance is
liberal arts colleges
Ruth Russ, who has appointed the following committee to work with her: The enrollments are also similar. Woos
Jane Goldsword and Jan Wise, king ter has 1,284 enrolled while our Luther
ana court; earn Minmch, decorations; an
opponents have 1,462. Wittenberg
Bette Prigge, publicity chairman. Jane
was originally founded in Wooster but
Boyer is in, charge of tickets, which
moved shortly to its present site in
will soon be on sale for $.7 J. Dormitory representatives will distribute the Springfield, Ohio.
tickets in all women's houses.

brain.

church-sponsore-

In the words of Lil Abner, the

d,

amusin'."

The Winnahs!

ir1

Senate treasurer, Jack Nygaard, re
ported a total expenditure of $70 J on
the Freshman Directory and only $$70
collected so far from their sale. Unless
the rest of the Frosh Directories are
sold, the treasury will suffer the loss,
It is possible the administration will
take over this publication next year.

As there is a balance of $346.62 in
the Senate treasury, it was agreed that
there should be a reduction in expends
tures. Since the Senate has been losing
money on the free movies being shown,
it was suggested that expense reductions
using .Arnermore
than
the
Tatner
expensive
ican
1
1
!
T
torciKU miiis. iwcxvc mure mwa nave
been scheduled for the remaining school
year and include "Great Expectations'
-

1

A motion was passed that until an
adequate way of raising money for
movies was found, no more would be
shown, but that way should be provided
for by a special committee.
i

In hopes of swelling the Senate funds
a vie dance was scheduled for Friday,
November 19, in Lower Galpin, as
date affair with the price at $.30 per

(Continued on Pag

4)

skirmish.

Nick Amsier Speaks
To History Class On
Immigrant's Problems

to Mr. Ellsworth's class in American
Social History. This was one of the
few public addresses ever delivered by
Mr. Amster, and was aimed at bringing more understanding to the study
of immigration which is the present
problem of the class.
His personal experiences as a Hungarian immigrant were the subject of
Mr.- Amster's talk. Originally a member
rf a JJlovakian peasantjamily, 'Nick",
as he is locally known, told of his start
in the New World with his uncle's
clothing business, and of how he finally
settled at the present site of Amster's
Clothing Store in downtown Wooster,
-

ty

rs

speUed backwards, but reverse action
was the order of the day. The women
invited, the men, called tor them at
their respective abodes, provided them
with distinctive and weird corsages,
held doors for them, and generally dis
played that "dating courtesy" which is
usually held to be a masculine prerog-

Appropriately,

red-head-

lock Trial

papier-mach-

16

-

ed

In preparation for the contest with
the Wittenburg eleven on Saturday,
parents of the football players will meet
at the gym at 1:45. Here the Dads will
receive their number placards, and for
the first time each mother will be tag'
e
ged with a miniature
foot'
ball badge bearing her son's number
and black and yellow ribbon streamers.

Last week the radio audience heard a
panel discussion concerning the Big
Four and its various projects for im
proving life on campus, in the com
munity, and in the world. Members of
the panel included Ellie Hagerman,
John Guzzo, Bob Light, Sy Satow, Bill
Aber, and Bill Watkins who served as
Cries of "Hear Ye! Hear Ye! The
moderator.
court is now in session" will resound
from the chambers of the Common
Pleas Court of the College of Wooster,
which is scheduled to convene Nov. 16
at 7:30 p.m. Returning from a two-yea- r
recess which followed the startling murder case of 1946, the geniuses of expost facto, habeus corpus, and etcetera
Vying for first place in the contest
have requisitioned Scott Auditorium for Gum Shoe Hop scripts at the mo
for their hearing.
ment are Pat Hartley and Betsy Jones,

November

"Life with Father"

begins its request run in Scott Audi'
torium at 8:15 Friday. Bill Watkins
and Marjorie Yaple lead the
cast as Clare and Vinnie Day. A second
performance will be presented the next
evening.
.

Dads will do their cheering from spe
cial field benches, while the mothers
are to occupy a reserved section in the
stands. If, with this inspiration, the
Scots can chalk up another victory, the
score for Dad's Day games will be ten
wins, nine losses, and three ties.

Extend Gum Shoe
Deadline to 15th

e
During
intermission. Presi
dent Howard Lowry will introduce the
players' fathers and make any necessary
has
women.
Senior
two
extension
An
One case on the court agenda should
announcements. As a special feature the
be of particular interest to the student been granted to Lowell Shaeffer- and unique kiltie dad Wooster band will
body. It seems that a fair lady of the Ozzie Beck, who are to turn in a present a Gay Nineties Review program.
senior class is charging a freshman manuscript by November 15.
half-tim-

I

knave with breach of promise. Plaintiff
Martha Jean Stoll is chairman of the
and defendant are remaining anony special committee appointed to judge
mous until their appearances at the the scripts and award the $25.00 comtrial. '
pensation. Serving with her are Mr.
Debate Seminar is responsible for Craig, Miss Lightner, Mr. Moore, John
the revival of the traditional mock trial, Hudson, Bob Lawther, and Jack Bob
which has been a popular feature of bin.

Later in the afternoon, a reception
for parents will be held in Babcock
Hall at 4:30.

The Twenties' Twirl climaxes the
events of the day. From 8:30 to 11:30,
Dads, Moms, and their offspring, as
well
as Wittenburg migrants, will dance
past years. A large attendance is in
A Wooster tradition since 1915, the
the
to
music of Tommy Van. Tickets
vited and expected at the forensic student-produce- d
Hop has met with
for
affair
the
are $ 1 .3 5 per couple.
novelty. Regular court procedure will much popularity. Last year's perform
be followed as closely as possible by ance of Lead On, Macbeth , written
Russ Conrad is general chairman for
the bench, jury, and attorneys-at-law- .
by Jack Hunter and Anne Taylor, was the dance, with Pete Williams,
Char
rated one of the greatest successes of lotte Fraser, and'Jack Blough
in charge
Wooster's Little Theater.
of decorations, publicity, and tickets
Performances of this year's Gum respectively.

Frosh Apprentices
Elect Paul Bnshnell

Election returns from the Freshman
Apprentices announced Paul Bushnell
as the leader of the organization for the
coming year. Uther otticers elected at
the last
meeting are:
semi-month-

ly

,

for April 17, 18

Shoe are scheduled
and 19.

Dean Bates will offer the sermon on
Sunday morning at the special Dad's
Day service.

Byers To Lead

Blood Plasma Picncor

U. W. Federalists

Joan Waters;
treasurer, Jo Ann McCombs; and social
Enthusiasm, and interest for the
Though it did seem strange to dance chairman, Mona Howe.
United World Federalists was shown
in the morning with the sun serving
at their first meeting on November 3
floor
as a spotlight, the
was nicely
From the speech of Mr. Brownfield,
Dr. J. L. Oncley, one of the pioneers
crowded and no one appeared to be
who spoke in chapel about world gov
t
t
in tne neia oi oiooa plasma iracnonixa-tio- n
asleep on his feet.
ernment, this interest materialized and
that was responsible for saving the
Democrats swept into office a presi took the form of the U.W.F. The life of
many a G.L during the war,
Intermission entertainment was under
dent and enough Senators and Repre United World Federalists Incorporated will speak
to the Wooster section of
the direti'on of Mary Anne Evans. Last
organization the American Chemical
sentatives to win firm control of both is defined as a
Society Tues
year's Gum Shoe Hop chorus sang sehouses as well as capturing 20 out of working for world government through day,
November
16,
at 8:00 pjn., in
lections from the Hops of the last
the United Nations.
32 state governorships.
the chemistry lecture room. This fol
several, years, all under the able direcThe General Assembly of the United
tion of Jim Bidle, M. C. Bob Lawther
Gretchen Shafer opened the meeting lows a dinner meeting of the society
and Martha Stoll were at the piano, Nations endorsed the majority Amer with a talk on the history of the at 6:30 in the Student Union. Mr.
centering the program around the num- ican plan for control of atomic energy U.W.F. Mary Schweichart then spoke Oldham is in charge of reservations.
bers from last year and introducing the and recommended that the Atomic En- on the function and purpose of the or
Dr. Oncley received his PhD. at
traditional Gum Shoe Hop Song. Since ergy Commission continue its meetings ganization, and was followed by Dave
Wisconsin at the age of 22. Following
this song has not been used in the in an effort to reach a solution to the Byers who outlined a plan of activity
this he held research positions at
Hops of the last two years, it is new to current impasse.
for the Wooster chapter.. Plana are
M.I.T. and the General Electric Com
most of the people now on campus.
In the Pdestine Crisis the Security being formulated to have Clifton Fadi- pany. One of the Harvard team that
man, author and critic; Norman Cou
developed human blood plasma from
At ten minutes of eleven, the floor Council has ordered both Arabs and
sins, editor of the Saturday Review of
from
withdraw
Negeb
to
the
Ter
blood
banV 'rtnnifinnn ftnrino th mtr
Jews
was cleared and all adjourned to the
and
W.
Holliday,
Literature;
presi
T.
he is responsible for many of the methfront of the gym to cheer in the vie ritory. As yet neither side has taken
dent of the Standard Oil Company of
"
"
ods used in the production of blood
track team."This action.
tdrious
Ohio, as speakers in the future. Meet
early victory presaged the girls'., track
Chiang
in China has asked mgj are once' a month with speakers plasma. He is an authority in the field
of physical chemistry on the properties
meet held on the same field at one p.m. the United States for more aid to com
interspersed. Dave also led a lively disof colloidal constituents of the blood.
The verdant freshmen copped the meet bat Communist troops who now con
cussion from the, floor. Temporary of
with a grand total of 19 points, fol- trol most of Manchuria.
ficers were chosen with Dave Byers as
Dr. Oncley is at present an associate
lowed by the venerable seniors with 14
- professor of Physical Chemistry
chairman,
George
Peckham
viceas
The
have
been
Prize
winners
Hobel
at the
points. The sophomores and juniors tied
I
chairman,
and
Mary
Schweikart
as
Harvard
University
School
S.
announced: T.
Eliot in Literature,
of Medicine.
for third with 10 points each.
In 1942 the American Chemical Society
Patrick Blackett in physics, Arne Tisel.
awarded him the Pure Chemistry
"Ike" Evans was in charge of the ius in cnemistry, ut. r. Mueller in
The next meeting will be in the eve
Award and in 1947 he was elected to
track and field events. Ruth Russ, Barb medicine.
ning of November 30 in Lower Bab
membership in the National Academy
Minnich and Mary Lou Baird were
J. Parnell Thomas, former head of cock. Mrs. Arthur Shepard, past chair
of Arts and Sciences.
decorations,
charge
dance
of
and
in
the
the House
Affairs Ac- man of the Cleveland Chapter of
Gretchen Shafer, administrative presi
tivities Committee, has been indicted United World Federalists, will speak.
Everyone interested is invited to the
dent of the W.O.G.A., was supervising bya Federal Grand Jury on 34 overt Students, and members of faculty and lecture, but a technical understanding
chairman.
acts against his government.
administration are welcome.
is advisable.
vice-preside-

secretary- -

nt,

ative.

Speaks Tuesday To

American Chen Sccicly

World

.

couple.

Photo by Art Murray

Bill Watkins and Marge Yaple return in the leading roles of "Life With
Father", which is running two requested performances on Dad's Day
weekend. The curtain will rise at 8:15 on Friday and Saturday evenings,
November 12 and 13.

hair-drie-

N.S.A. student d i s co u n t plan
through purchase cards was turned
down by the Wooster Retail Merchants
Board, representing Wooster merchants.
Bruce Love, head. of the committee on
the purchase cardplan reported that
the Board gave three main reasons for
refusal: 1. They felt a discount to the
college group would be discriminatory
toward other customers. 2. College stu
dents make a very small percentage of
the total purchases made in Wooster
stores. 3. In general ,the students are
enough financially to
not "hard-put- "
warrant such a system.

1

.

six-thir-

Senate Funds Low

'Should the Federal Government
Schools?"
Give Aid to
is the topic of a debate which will be
the main feature on the "College Hour"
this coming Sunday, November 14. The
pros and cons will be presented by a
team of the Wooster College Varsity
debaters over the weekly radio program
sent from station WWST at 2:30 p.m.
afternoon.
every
Tax-Support- ed

silver-throate- d

Refuse Discount Plan;

Presents

Scot Debate Sunday

AGSW YAD began informally and unofficially at
last
Saturday morning. At said hour the
freshman women
serenaded Douglass and Kenarden and were thoroughly doused for their
efforts. Despite the forehanded provisions of raincoats, umbrellas, etc..
there were many who retired to the dorms and
before starting for the dance. It would seem that the men were slightly averse to
being roused at the crack of dawn.
Not "only was the name of YAD

Senatorials

hereby

UV7ST

VSGA Sets Backward Pace 7iih
Horning Dance, Coed Track Heel

whole affair should be "confusin' but

Heading the schedule is the bonfire
pep rally in Babcock Field at 7:15 Friday. This is the first official assembly
of an the "Moms" and "Pops" and
offers the fighting Scots an enthusiastic
vote of confidence for the next day's

7

in chartered buses and an equal number
One of Wooster's outstanding busiin private cars. Although the Witter nessmen, Nick Amster, recently spoke

Pigtails, Daisy Mae or Mammy
Yokum dresses, even split skirts are in'
eluded with order of dress for the gals.
Fellas are to show up in blue jeans or
any ingenious outfits. Corsages which
consist of everything from nuts to
onions are being cooked up by the
imaginations ticking in many a

week-en- d
y

Wittenberg's
Migrating Fans
Arrive Saturday

p

,

as the
Dad's Day. A three-daprogram
College celebrates its twenty-secon- d
of events has been planned and coordinated by Bob Schug, general
chairman.

Wooster Dads are guests of honor on campus this

ed

Chosen from a list of ten competi-

tors supported by the various sections
and Douglass, "Archie" will have the
four flesh'and'blood runners-uin his

PJ-- L

Number 5

As Sadie Hawkins Day Approaches

could commence

7iU
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Archie Thomnson Rules Dntmatnh

.4

PE? RALLY

EONFKB
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.

non-prof-

S

it
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Photo by John Atkimon

Freshman Chili Morris and Peg
Refo race into first place in the three- legged event at the Backwards Day
track meet on Saturday, November 6.
Stealing a majority of the honored
positions, the freshman girls paralleled the performance of the boys in
the previous Bag Rush.

Attend Conference
Plans for initiating a fair educational
practices law in the State of Ohio were
drawn up at the College Conference
in Minority Problems, attended by four
Wooster students, held at Ohio State
University in Columbus November 5,
6 and 7.
Woorter College was represented at
the conference by Ann Butrago, for
S.L.I.D., Nancy Clemens, Y.W.C.A.,
Amelia Leiss, secretary of the Ohio
Council for Educational Democracy,
and Richard Lupke, delegate for the
Y.M.C.A. Ann Butrago is the newly
elected secretary for the state.

-

cross-countr-

y
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THE WOOSTBR VOICE
A bad peace

is

'

even worse than war.
Tacitus

Wcaitc Vcica
--

Editor
.Business Manager
...News Editor
Feature Editor
Editor
-- Sports
Editor
--Managing
,

Armistice Day Dilemma
Just thirty years ago, the Armistice was signed to terminate the
"war to end all wars". Since then, the world has seen repeated con'
quests, long'siege wars, "annexations" and finally one huge global battle.
Hostilities of the last war ended in 1945. But the nations of the
world are still unable to meet on common ground to mae the peace.
lHk

M

Hs-K- J

bUVIt VJ

IV V

.

lfrvtf

VVVJ

f 'S-v

(Vl

Hit

twvi-w-

v

VJ

tvisi, v

can we moe it a peace of healthy economic and political conditions,
based on world cooperation? That problem remains unsolved.
There is no peace today. China and Palestine have been the scene
of full battle, sirmishes in Southeast Asia are continuing, and, a sharp
hostile tension divides "east" from "west" in Europe. Often we thin
"The war is over, I'm glad we wonl" But war is not over, neither have
we won the peace.
not a remote problem for our generation. Before
long, our present leaders will turn the problem over to us and say "See
what you can do with it." It is a burden which will fall upon us, not
only as an opportunity to do better, but as a matter of world'prcserva'

World peace

is

tion.
America alone remains untouched by war. Our heritage of world
leadership comes not as a God'given right or by our way of democracy,
but by the economic abundance of a stillnew continent. The eyes of
the world have turned to us; our decisions carry new weight of world
significance.

The Armistice Day dilemma is this "WE must earn the mistakes
of the past and problems of the present in order to eep the peace of
the future. World leadership is ours and as leaders of bur generation,
we must be worthy of it.

Letters To The Editor

A large number of students who voted Democratic,

or who at least
somewhat
passively supported the Democratic party, felt
hurt by some of
d
President Dowry's remarks. They felt and in that a great many
Republicans agreed that a college president should not make a public speech
that expresses such entirely partisan views. Apparently, in the emotion of the
of the student body are quite happy
moment, Mr. Lowry forgot that 28
about the outcome of the election, and are far from considering it a misfortune
fair-minde-

for the nation.
Mr. Truman won this election very much on his own not through the
support of pressure groups. His party was split up, and he had no N.A.M., no
big newspapers, and no radio to back him up as Mr. Dewey certainly did
Truman won against all odds through his own energy, and by a fair majority
of the popular vote of the nation. President Lowry, however, seemed to imply
the very opposite.

wild-eye- d

an

Susan

Flacktower lolled
his lifetime, the To Whom It May
on her chaise longue, leafing through ing
clearly indicated suicide.
a copy of the MississipprVtflcy His concern. It
"Paste that in your hat and smoke
torical Review, while homely Kermit
cried Susan.
it!"
Fink, a meat inspector with the F.B.I.,
Although
the case appeared to be
took the footprints of the corpse
closed,
Fink
continued
to keep an eye
sprvled on the kitchen floor. Emerg
Flacktower
residence.
On Tues- ing "from the murder room, Fink on the
fall
shambled over to the blonde and day, May 6th (which happened to
wedged himself down beside her. Tha in .National Donut Week) he noticed
girl lit a cheery fire in the fireplace a man in grey Keds lurking near a kit
chen window. Gripping his cap-guto drive out the heat, and in.no time
accosted the man. "You won'
at all five minutes to be exact the Fink
take me. dead!" the man cried as he
two were laughing and chatting as
though they had known each other for threw his hands into the air (Fink
caught them and they were subse'
five minutes.
quently entered as State's evidence)
Then it was that they discovered that
"I loved Susan wildly!" Fink pre
they shared a mutual love for wild'
pared to hear the sordid tale. "Churl
flowers and jam. Fink persuaded the
was my rival, and he had the advantage
suspected murderess to accompany him
of
money and position. I was only a
to a wildflower-and-jastore he knew
struggling
at Meatcliff
of to continue their chat. It was only
("Mother of Men") College at the
after their fifth glass of jam that Fink
time. He was able to ply her with rich
learned the identity of the murdered
gifts. Every Saturday he would bring
man.
her a fresh flounder wrapped in the
His name was Bisbee Churl, but. his latest issue of tha NewYork Star. . I
close friends had always referred to him
was losing ground with Susan rapidly
fondly as Bisbee Churl. The murdered Finally I followed Churl
into her kit
man had followed the sea from boy chen
one night. I grabbed the flounder
hood, having spent thirty-fiv- e
years from his hands and smashed him over
cleaning fish in Camden, New Jersey.
the skull with it again and again . .
He had been struck over the head re' The youth's voice trailed off
in a
peatedly with a blunt instrument.
spasm of pitiful sobs. He had planted
Fink summoned up his courage, and the forged suicide note and dismantled
spit out: My opinion is that you mur the flounder, throwing the parts into
the Hudson.
dered Churl, Miss Flacktower!"
The murderer was duly tried, con
"I know everything points to me,"
she replied, "but cast a peeper at this!" victed, and sentenced to not more than
She thrust a note into Fink's hand. It two nor less than ninety-nin- e
years at
had been scrawled by the murdered hard labor at the Happy Hours Cor
man, and was addressed to an organirection Home (corner of Jth and
zation he had done some work for dur Quigley).

In view of discussion expressed in the past on the procedure of selecting
the Wooster May Queen, we vtould like to call campus attention to the fact in
days the men's sections were responsible for petitioning the candidates.
This same subject was brought up by Tom Layport in a letter to the Editor
last year. But no action was taken. How about it, fellows?
ar

Campus Coeds

(Ed. Note: This letter is printed late due to lack of space
in previous issues.)
Editor, The Voice:
The Students of Wooster 3r tn k tl31ra4 tnm L.
f..i
i
which they cooperated to make the 1948 Homecoming a
success. In spite
of adverse weather conditions, I am sure the alumni enjoyed the
many events
planned for their benefit.
1

For the Alumni Association
John D, McKee, Director
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Maybe You'll Be There
Min
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and he snored rather loudly.

.

..

Qm

CAN

b

dangromt

couldn't watch the scenery and didn't
have enough money to buy whatever
the guy was going to sell, (I only had
a quarter and I wanted a pillow), I
looked around

to find enough people
I knew so that we could have a little
card game. Most of the people were
asleep and the rest were reading. I was

just about to doze off when I heard a
thud beside me. My snoring neighbor
had

fallen and his nose had gone
through one of the three holes in the
handle on the back of the seat in front
of us. The fellow on the other side of

end of his nose and fastened him
curely.

se-

SATURDAY,
10:00
2:15
8:15
8:30

NOVEMBER 13th
Men's Glee Club,
Football: Wittenberg at Wooster
"Life With Father"
.
Dad's Day Dance

..Chapel
--

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 14th
9:15
Freshmen Forum
9:15
Sophomore Forum
11:00
Church
4:00
Mr. Breneiscr Piano Recital
7:00
Westminster Fellowship

Since I

rT Ik

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 15th
4:15
Girls Chorus
4:15
Men's Glee Club
7:15
Congressional Club
:830
Philosophy Qub

Scott Auditorium
Gymnasium

Lowtr Galpin
Music Room
-- Memorial Chapel
Chapel
..Lower Kauke
--

1 Chapel
--

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 16th
4:15
Band
4:30
W. A. A. Board Meeting
7:00
Choir
7:30
Mock Trial
'
8:00
D.

-- Lower Kauke
Congressional Room
Lower Babcock

.

S.LL

y

-.-

raV

Student Squanders Study Time;
Bus Ride Proves Debilitating

To all who participated, as members of the play cast, the band, the team,
the parade, the cheer leaden, the decorating committees, the choir members
and all other workers, our special thanks, with hats off to the Queen Elinor him, fearing that the bus might hit a
Hagerman, Senate President Dave Castle, General Chairman Bill Coleman, bump and jar the poor guy clear to
and band leaders Howie Simon and Bob Schicker.
the floor, ran a cotter-kethrough the

-J

Eugenia Colflesh
Yon won't twfiv iti

m

,

:

By

n,

,

-

Snippings; Clippings

--

I couldn't hear him very well because
the guy next to me had fallen asleep

Dear Editor:

L

1

in uic iiuim yvu
vote for the man, in the Latin South
ypuyote. foEjhe paity that i for the
ideas the man stands for. In the North,
a political party is often a rather makeshift outfit that can harbor everybody
all the political shades from Colonel
McCormick to Wayne Morse, or from"
Roosevelt to Rankin, in one and the
same party. In Southern countries, on
the other hand, a party is a definite
unmistakable unit, either liberal, radical,
or conservative, with no ideas of com'
promise or
action. Therefore,
because everybody goes all the way out
for what he stands for, in Latin countries you get such a large number of
different parties.
Take a democratic Latin American
country, and suppose that it's around
election time. You'll find the whole
setup quite different from the North
American setup. For six months before
the election, the various parties have
been going around, smearing slogans all
over the houses and bridges of the
cities. All you have to do is walk one
block, and you get a sample of each
and every party's campaign propa
ganda. Just look at the houses you pass,
and you'll see the various scrawlings
and letterings.
pi-v- x,

Comic book characters are slowly
but surely invading the college cam'
puses. It seems difficult to know if this
is in spite of or because of the professors. The Ohio State Lantern reports
an econ prof who actually 'brought Al
Capps prodigy, the Shmoo to class
The Shmoo a disguised dried squash
entered the classroom nestled in the
arms of Prof. Lovenstein. He then ex
pained to the class that "the Shmoo
is the answer to man's ancient problems
how to get enough to satisfy all his
Continuing he said, "Every
wants.
body laughs at the idea of satisfying
student
our wants without effort and without
costs but we could have a Shmoo age
if modern technology and our economic
insights could be put tOiWork."
He's versatile ntn
1 he same little character also made
a surprise appearance at Fenn College
in Cleveland. The Cauldron reported
that "Shmoo", a transfer student from
Lower Slobbovia leapt to his death to
prove his undying love for Helen Deitz,
In huge white letters: "Vote White!
a Prom Queen candidate. Knowing his
magical properties I'm sure the Shmoo Vote for the Democratic Action Party.
accomplished his purpose but will pop against reaction, disease and ignor
ance!"
up again soon.
In red letters, next door: "Comrade!
A Human Shmoo
If for some absurd reason his leap Vote Communist! For democracy and
at Fenn should prove fatal we've found freedom from want! Death to the land'
someone we'd like to nominate as the owners and Jesuits! Down with Yankee
college student's incarnation of Shmoo. Imperialism!"
He's E. T. Parker of Columbus. The
Still farther: "Vote Black, for the
Ohio State Lantern reports that this Proletarian
Revolutionary Party! Down
man, the owner of Hennicks, has a with the reactionaries
and the Stalinist
"Lettuce Box" which contains five dol class traitors! For true Communism
of
lar bills. He will loan five dollars for the People!"
five days with no interest to students
And at the next house: "Citizen! For
on receipt of certain pertinent informa
liberty, social jiistice and national in
tion. (Incidently, - if er
tegration, vote on the brown ticket for
is
way
interested
in
inaugurating
such a the Republican
by Lowell Shafer
Democratic Union!"
service they may like to know that it's
From the time I entered Wooster until a few days ago, I was never been abused
On the other side of the street, the
down at State.)
big rightist opposition
greatly puzzled by that long building that stands in front of the rock,
party has
scrawled
campaign
its
Fenn
be
literature:
"Citimust
particularly
comicbook
The other day I gathered courage and, having the usual unnecessary
conscious. Recently they, reported that zen! Vote on the green ticket for the
time to kill between my second and third hours, I followed a bunch of
they would celebrate a Twirp Day. C.O.P.E.I.! For the preservation of
students inside. As I went through the door one of my friends asked me Twirp, if you're
an ignoramus, is the decency, and respect for the family,
in an amazed voice if I was going to Chapel. I figured that if everybody term originated by that great emanci the church and the fatherland!"
else was going to Chapel, I might as well.lt couldn't be much farther pator of masculinity, Freckles. On
These, and similar writings, start an- the women are requested to foot pearing at the houses and bridges about
than Smithville and we should get back to Wooster in time for third.
the bills and any males found spending six months before the actual balloting.
It had just dawned on me that there was something wrong some place
money on women will be duly dipped At the same time the various candidates
because this wasn't a bus, when I got inside and discovered that it was
in the pool not once not twice but start campaigning, holding rallies, and
a bus. And what a bus! There was room for about twenty people in thrice.
accusing each other of either reaction'
ism or communism, as the case may
each seat. I tried to get a seat next to the window, but I found myself Our version
But not to be out done, don't foreet be. And the
university students begin
being forced towards the front by the maddening crowd behind. I that
at Wooster we're celebrating Sadie staging their demonstrations,
and riot'
grabbed one of the seats and pulled myself to safety.
Hawkins Day next weekend. Watch ing wildly among themselves,
and some
out men nthe comic book spirit is in' times against the cops. For days
Everybody was seated and we were
on end
At this point I dozed off and slept vading us but fast.
ready to start before I realized that I
(Continued on page 4)
soundly until I was rudely awakened
had no ticket. As I was reaching for
by everybody getting up and running
my wallet, one of the conductors came
out. With fear in my heart I pushed
over and asked my name. I told him
wildly through the crowd toward the
and was just about to flee when he
door, knowing that we had had a ter- THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 11th
said that it was O.K. and mumbled
rible accident. To my surprise and re6:50
Social Chairman
-- Lower Babcock
something about a fatted calf.
7:00
GirtV Chorus
lief I found that we were back in
-- Chapel
7:00
Freshmen Debate
I was still trying to figure out where Wooster. Still trembling, I looked at
.Taylor 105
7:30
Pi Sigma Alpha..
-- Lower Babcock
Chapel was and what we would do the clock and saw that it was time for
blew
once we got there, when the driver
third hour. I made a
for the FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 12th
4:15
Choir
the horn and everybody began to sing. Shack. After an experience like that,
inapei
7:15
Pep Rally
So we were going to a football game! I needed a double coke, but quick.
Babcock Field
8:00
Bowman Hall Open House.
When the singing dwindled down to
.
Bowman Hall
8:15
"Life With Father"
Scott Auditorium
nothing, the. driver began calling off
8:30
Reception for President and Faculty
Ninth Section Houte
the stations. He must have been a new

got up and started selling something.
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These differences are quite considerable.
T
U. in st
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President Lowry whose good will and sincerity nobody doubts was, I
think, carried away by his personal disappointment on this occasion, and he
spoke to the student body as though he were addressing an exclusive Republican
assembly of mourners. The days when a Democrat was considered a
radical in Wooster are past, however,, and one may safely say that the 28
of
students resented the speech, and that most of them felt
that for the first time Mr. Lowry has acted unworthy of his usually so ad'
'
driver because he had to read them.
mirable spirit of scholarly fairness.
When he was through, another guy
Demetrio Boersner

pre-w-

Approach To Election Problems

T-Da-

Dear Editor:
I think I represent the opinions of a large number of Wooster students
in registering my disapproval of certain features of President Lowry's chapel
speech of, Thursday, November 4, in which he uttered his personal views on
the elections in such an excessively open manner.

non-Republic-
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by Demetrio Boersner
The recent U. S. elections, with all accompanying features, both
by Jon Waltz
serious and
the observer of national differences and
The following is an actual case taken from the files of the Federal psychologies an opportunity to reflect on some of the fundamental difBureau of Investigation. It is probably one of the dullest in the annals ferences in Anglo-Saxo- n
and Latin election psychology and methods.
of the Bureau.
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Fiflli Priflrlnrs I7ini!?nnninnc?iin
Place Three On M-Sia- r
Team
.

Kennedy Leads Offense
Wiih 6 Yards Per Try
by Jack Lang
With the Scot pigskin parade more
than
of the way in the led'
ger reserved for 1948, Brent Loban,
the Voice's football statistician, came
up with some figures that are related
two-third-

s

here.
Jim Kennedy, the
Woos
ter "Spark," holds a commanding hand
in the total yards gained. He has gained 469 yards or the length of almost
5 gridirons in 77 tries. His average is
over the six yards mark by nine hun23-year-o-

ld

by Jack

Twitchell Catches, Stops Over

Woosier Grid Combine Oulgains,
n..i-.i- ,

a "breather". However, when the final gun resounded, the Heidelberg
boys realized that they had had the scare of the season. : :
They had barely1 come thru with a 6 victory a victory which

'

7--

Jim Kennedy complete a jump past to Bob Twitchell in the fourth
1 . f
of the HViHptfwrt rantpat tm rlimar C
,):..- - .L
the end zone with but four minutes to play. The conversion went wide a
wooster sunerea its nrtn deteat, 7 to 6.

Dericxf

g,

g.

Zips Cop Cowbell Wittenberg '11'
In
Style
Furnishes Dad's
by Brent Loban
Led by the passing of Sam Tillett
and the running of little Bill Haury Day Competition
20-to--

d

one-yar- d

-

Busack kicked out of trouble, but the
charges of Coach Bud Houghton hit
pay dirt in four plays with Grucella
putting on the climax from the five on
Dick Bauer's placement
a cross-bucwas good.

Shaw Captains Honor Team
It seems inevitable at the end of
a football season to choose an
team. Don't take our nominations too
seriously for it won't be the first time
that outstanding players have been
missing from the "select circle".
We have not asked the section
coaches their opinion; we have not
used the scientific psychological method
of stratified random sampling of Mr.
all-st-

Gallupor Mr7 R6peF(ha)

ar

k.

we have
not interviewed any authority who has
seen all the games (if there is such

Pos.
First Team
Second Team
Milligan (5)
LE
-- ...Lucas (3)
Wendell (J) ......C
Jones (8)
Price Daw, a newcomer to the var- Castle (2)
G
Rats (1)
sity this year, with a
advance Ulf (4)
RE........ Nygaard (2)
and a total of 141 yards in six comple- Shaw
.....QB....MacDowell (7)
(J)
tions is the only end to score a touch- Wilson (7) .......JIB
Benson (J)
down through the air. Clyde Metz has Combs
....HB
(6)
Olsen (1)
a
record of four, worth Roush (8)
FB
Fletcher (3)
90 yards. The Monongahela, Pa., 165
pounder has a top performance of 28
His longest advance was 23

65-yar-

pass-receivin-

three-footer- s.

d

g

yards.

Kennedy has been on the receiving
end of five completions good for 64
fPrtnti"

WANT THAT

"UPPER BRACKET" FEEL?
JUST SLIP INTO A

MARK TWAIN SHIRT

Tankers Practice
Wooster tankmen have jumped the
gun on the coming Tanker's season and
have been working out in Severance
pool every afternoon from 2:30 to
J: 30 for the past three weeks..
With 21 men struggling through
106 laps of practice strokes and kicks
per day, the present squad looks like
a sure bet to better the record from
last year.
Heading the list of aspirants are
Bill Hewett, Lyman Hartley,
Chuck Southwick and Dean Walton.
The
"'combine is the same that took second place
in the
medley at the Ohio
Conference swimming meet last March.
Hartley is the freestylist; Hewett,
artist, and Southwick,
back stroker. Walton rules the low
board. With this combination of strong
men in each of the principal events, the
Scots should go to town.
let-term-

Hewett-Hartley-Southwi-

ck

300-yar- d

breast-strok-

e

,

With a few seconds left in the first
quarter, Price Daw returned Dodge's
kick to the Wooster 30. Jim Kennedy
gained six as the quarter ended. John
Allen tucked in JessieMalinowski's
pass on the 32 yard stripe of the Zips
Kennedy made 1? and then 19 more
on fourth down after three plays failed
to place the ball closer to the goal, for
the Scots' lone score. Bob Twitchell's
kick was a little to the right.
In the third period, Grucella ran a
punt back to the Scots' 31. Aided by a
third down pass for 13 yards, Haury this season is Heidelberg." Wooster
took the handoff from Gillett on the dropped its tilt, 7 to 6, to the
strong
three for a TD. Bauer's kick went
Tiffin club while Wittenberg pu up a
wide.
battle. Through comIn the fourth quarter Kennedy slip- losing
ped over from the 30, but the play parative scores the Scots have the betwas called back. Akron took over on ter chance one way and are the under-dog- s
the 23. The. Zips, sliced the Wooster
the other way. ?
line for four first downs. A
Coach Mauer has a light and fast
pass put the steam roller on the two.
ball dub. The line averages only 177
and
: Frank Buhas took a pitch-of- f
flanked the right end for the marker pounds. The backs average 162 pounds
two plays later. Bauer's place kick was to give the team weight average a 170
good for the last scoring of the contest.
pound sounding.

er

14-to-

30-yar-

W. A. A. Reports
The W.A.A. started a volleyball
tournament last night witr Spuds,

.

.

d

32-to-1-

a person).

Girls' Sports

Wittenberg College will be guest Dominoes, Peanuts, Beall, Independof the Scots in the Wooster Dad's Day ents, and Sphinx participating in the
contest at Severance stadium Saturday first night of play,
- Next
Monday the - schedule lists
afternoon starting at 2: IT.
Echoes vs. Bowman at 7:30, Imps vs.
The Dads of the players have been Ladies' Aid at 8, and Trumps vs.
invited to attend the game and sit on Hoover at 8:30. Wednesday will pit
a specially arranged bench alongside Peanuts opposite Darts at 7:30, Echoes
the players. Each Dad is to display the battling Dominoes at 8, with Imps and
Pyramids mixing it up in the final.
number of the jersey his son is wearing.
Just in case you are wondering, the
At half time President Lowry will intro- Ladies' Aid club is made up of some
duce each Dad to the spectators.
of the more athletically inclined faculty
women
and alumnae women on campus.
This grid battle will be the final of
The league is divided into two" divithe season for the fighting Lutherans.
sions. Darts, Dominoes, Beall, Bowman,
The Springfield club has amassed only Echoes, Peanuts, and Spuds
are in Dione victory out of seven campaigns. vision I. Pyramids, Sphinx, Ladies' Aid,
The one victory was over ' Kenyon, Hoover, Trumps, Imps, and Independents make up the second division.
39 to 7.
Outing Club Treks
Netting 73 markers to their oppoThe coed Outing Club with Sally
nents' 139, the
Rhine as manager meets every Sunday.
squad is going through one of its wprst Oct. 31 the club chartered the college
seasons. Last week the Lutherans held busand made the trip' to Mohican
State park. Participating members ate
the Big Red of Denison to a
supper at the shelter there. .
count,:
-- Last Sunday the dub hiked out Rt.
Denison was able to better the Scots, 3. Jim Anderson led the group with the
27 to 0, in the Wooster homecoming return trail leading through Highland
battle. Another team which, both of park.
Saturday '8 opponents have met so far
Howard-Maurer-guide-

;

could have been a tie if the wind hadn't stopped blowing, or it might
even have been a defeat had the referee made a much disputed decision
in Scot favor. The Heidelberg fans sitting in the stadium seemed as
stunned and shocked at the ineffectiveness of their backs to get through
the Scot line as the Republicans were when Harry S. scored his unez'
pected win.
The first half ended in a scoreless

6

and Tom Grucella, the Akron Zippers
defeated Wooster footballers, 20 to 6,
in Akron's Rubber Bowl October 30.
Tillett set up all three of Akron's
scores withaccurate tosses to his ends
while Haury and Grucella accounted
for six of Akron's 11 first downs.
Tillett returned Busack's opening
kickoff 36 yards to his own 38. Taking
advantage of two Wooster penalties
while favoring the right side of the line,
the Zips reached the Wooster
line before relinquishing possession of
the pigskin.

viu

Wilmington, Del., is the ace tosser for
the JohnnySwigart-pilotesquad. Jessie has completed IT out of 38 aerials
for 298 yards. He has a .395 completion average with one touchdown pass
listed among the completions.
Kennedy has completed eight out of
22 pitches for a total of 7 yards. Roy
Ober has been successful five times in
18 tries while Bob Twitchell has hit
his man four out of 12 times.
T
i
ii f
I
inr
eral Ridge and one of the chief figures
in Wooster sports football, basketball
and baseball, has tucked in eight passes which covered a total of 108 yards.

"

A determined group were the Scots when they trotted out on the
to play the highlytouted, unbeaten, untied eleven
from Tiffin. The Student Princes were trying for their seventh straight
win of the season against a team which was supposed to be a pushover

.
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field last Saturday

17J-ooun-
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by Jack Dritt

24--6:

quarter-backin-

TT

uuiLuay& lieiuuiDuiy, dux Loses

Earl Wendell collected nearly half
of his season's total of 72 points in
these last two games, but perhaps the
greatest factor contributing to Fifth's
success was Earl Shaw's clever
The variety, deception, and
timeliness of Fifth's attack would remind one of the University of Michigan's offense. In the first half, of the
Eighth game, Fifth scored on an average, every third down they had the
ball making 30 points in approximately 12 minutes of playing time.
The final league standings;
L
W
T
Av.
- 9
"
Fifth'0
1.000
iiu;, uu o7 net yaiua iu ms credit
1
4
.800
for a 2.41 yards per attempt. Jessie Seventh
3
J
.62?
Malinowski is credited with two touch- Second
1
Sixth
3
4
.571
downs via rushing and gained 47 yards
5
First
4
.JJ6
in 27 attempts.
3
Fourth
2
4
.429
Roy Ober has an even two yards
3
5
.375
gained per try, while Bob Twitchell Eighth
3
Douglass
J
.37?
has a 1.46 average and Bob Shafer, .91.
1
Third
2
J
.286
Passes Net 340 Yards
Phi
9
Delts
0
.000
Malinnwfski. efnrlrv tnnknmnw (mm
J

ii

It

Rati

Jim has made three of the Scots'
eight touchdowns and has a longest
run of 77 yards. The 180 pound
Pa., ball-tote- r
has been the
bad luck man of the squad with two
long runs called back and with a job
of lugging a cast around on his left
hand in the last four games.
Roy Ober falls in line with a 4.73
average per try, derived from 71 yards
gained in 15 attempts. Johnny Guzzo
is close with 3.31 average yardage
gained from 76 net yards.
Bob Meeker,
d
back from

10miv-.-

01

SCOTS

Finishing strong last week, Fifth took
decisive victories over Eighth and Second Sections for its first post-wa- r
football crown. Since Second won the
championship last year Fifth has been
the victors in all intramural sports giving it a sweep . for the. yearl48 in
basketball, softball, and football.
Fifth's whole team, led by the
cagey Earl Shaw played great and spectacular ball in the last two games. They
rolled -- to a 42-- 6 victory over Eighth,
the highest score accrued by a team in
one game this year, and handed Second its biggest loss in many moons,

dredths.

Kit-tannin-

T. -- s TLrt

"

4

-0

tie neither team showing much of a
scoring punch. Fumbles were numerous
and accounted, in part at least, for the
lack of score. The only Heidelberg
scoring threat was made in the opening
minutes of the first quarter, when after
receiving the kickoff. they drove 30
yards to the Scot
marker. Here
a fumble ended the drive and Wooster
took over.
Two plays later Wooster fumbled
and the Student Prince team was again
on the march. However, Heidelberg
fumbled again on the 30 and Roy Ober
recovered for Wooster.
V
The scoring threat made by the Scots
in the second quarter was nullified, unfortunately, by a
penalty. With just two minutes of play
left in the first half Jim Kennedy
plowed through right tackle, spun
through the secondary, and battled two
would-btacklers some 20 yards before
he was finally brought down on the
10 yard line for a 69 yard run. This
was the second time in two weeks that
a fine run by Kennedy was called back
because of a penalty.
In the second half the Heidelberg
eleven came out on the field determined
to score. They drove hard and fast to
the Scots' 23 yard line. Here that
demon, Mr. Fumble, appeared with
Sam Curry recovering for the Scots.
Two plays later Wooster also fumbled
and Heidelberg was once again on
the roll.
A Ray Backer then cracked the line
for 16 yards. Five plays advanced the
(Continued on Page 4)
40-ya- rd

backfield-in-motio-
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L. U. Leggett

George Lahm
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Jeweler

Liberty Radio Electric

221 E. Liberty St.
Wooster, O.
Pihone 103 J--

Electric Wiring
Radio and Appliance Service
334 E. Liberty St.
Wooster, O.
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Cross Country Squad
Wins One, Drops IIo. 3

Dick Brown adds

fullback

185

Thirst for Refreshment
Relishes
Coke
Ice-Co- ld

pounds to the

slot in the probable

starting
lineup for the Lutherans. Mike Popko
and George Winkhouse tip the scales
The Black and Gold cross country less than 160 pounds apiece to put two
team left this afternoon for Delaware light,
halfbacks in the probwhere harriers are scheduled with the able starting eleven.
Ohio Wesleyan distance runners. Last
Bob Brammeij a slight but shifty
week the locals added two more meets
(Continued on page 4) - :
to their season's ledger.
but-speed-

On Thursday the strong

Baldwin-Wallac-

y,

e

cross country delegation led
by King buried the Scots, 38 to 21, as
defeat was the answer to the first home
meet of the year. Inspired by promise

(Continued on Page 4)
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CAN YOU DO BETTEfe THAN THIS?
name imprinted

25 CHRISTMAS CARDS
1.00

MARK TWAIN Shirts give

you that distinguished air.
Luxurious Sanforset Burmil
Rayon broadcloth. In white
or colors.

The GIFT CORNER

Public Square
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MANN'S
-

.

LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING '
An Agent in Each, Dorm

SHAKES and SANDWICHES

BRENNER BROS.
Quality Gothes for Men and Boy

SANDWICH ISLAND
Opposite Fairgrounds

GUY GUZZO, Prop.

Treat yourself to the
casual comfort
of these Weyenberg

both
Askfor it cither way
man the same thing..
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Manning Displays MSGR Considers MORE ON
Finances, Fines Vilicnli&rg
Art Techniques

Senatorial
(Continued from page 1)

Fines for water fights were among
the important actions taken by the
M.S.&A. at a meeting last night
$10.00 forfeits have been levied against
three sections of Douglass and Kenar
den VII as a result of the outbreak
of declared and undeclared
Five oils and 14 watercolors are on
in the men's dormitories.
loan from the Ten Thirty Gallery in
Also reported was the plan to mimeo'
Cleveland
which Manning himself graph copies of the M.S.GA constitufounded in 1941. A former president of tion for circulation among male memtte Cleveland Society of Artists, he bers of the student body. In this way,
has been a successful May Show ex- it is hoped that each man on campus
hibitor since 1934. His own success will make himself
with
formula is to paint on the spur of the both the powers and the ordinances of
moment, and he carries his painting their
association.
paraphernalia with him in his autoAnother item of interest of the stumobile, prepared to paint at any time.
dent body at large was the report of
Mr, Manning will demonstrate his success turned in by all who were contechnique in water colors Tuesday, nected with the
Cookout
November 16, in the Museum of Art in two weeks ago.
Galpin Hall. Open to the public, the
In order to aid the Index in making
demonstration will begin at 3 p.m. Art
up its deficit from last year's annual,
students and guests will honor the
'
the M.S.G.A. voted $100.00 to the
artist at a tea in Babcock Hall at 4:30.

Mystery and whimsy keynote the
paintings of Wray Manning, well
known Cleveland artist whose works
are oh exhibit now in the Josephine
Long Wishart Museum of Art in
Galpin Hall.

Hallowe'en antics by students was the main topic under fire at the
Student efforts under the leadership
Relations Committee meeting November 1.
monthly Student-Facult- y
of Jack Kygaard are still being carried
A rush on the Wooster theater resulted in unruly conduct after on to secure washing machines.
admission to the theater. An apology by the Student Senate has been
A committee of three, Joel Davis.
sent to the theater manager for the discourteous abuse of hospitality by
Bruce Love and Dave Castle was ap
students.
The Halloween incident is especially pointed to read over the constitution
unfortunate in light of Senate plant to submitted by the Student Federalists
.

hydro-war-fa-

...
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dis-coun-
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well-acquaint-

.

De-vin-

self-governme-

vv

ft-wll-

7--

0.

stu-den- ts

In the middle of the second half the
Wooster Scots started playing the kind
of ball that every one has been waiting
for all season. Two end sweeps, a
double reverse, and a pitch-ou- t
sweep
by Kennedy racked up 18 yards. Then
Jess Malinowsky threw a pass to Price
Daw who gathered in the pigskin on
the midfield stripe and ran down the
sidelines where he was finally hit on
the ten yard line.
--

As Daw fell to the ground the ball
out of his arms toward the goal
and Heidelberg recovered on their own
one foot line. The referee's decision
was hotly disputed by the players who
claimed that Daw was down before the
ball was fumbled and that the only
error on the play was that made by the
official in not blowing the whistle soon
flew

enough.

Heidelberg kicked and the Scots
started their drive all over again. Ken'
nedy's pass to Twitchell was good as
the Scots went down to the 19 yard
line. Busack passed to Kennedy who
bulled his way to the two yard line
before he was finally stopped. A line
plunge by Malinowski failed to gain
ground. Then Kennedy completed a
jump pass to Twitchell in the end zone.
,
.
. .
rri
iuc conversion was wiae ana tne
Scots were trailing by a slight margin,
7 to 6.
With just four minutes to play left
neither team was able to do much and
the game ended in a near upset
7--

6.

ut

Kennedy's
run was a sight
to behold. All in all the Wooster Scots
proved to the fans that they can play
ball, and that if they had had a break,
the guardians of the hill would probably
have scored the upset of the Ohio Conference this season.
69-ya-

MORE ON

-.-TU-

ES.

WED.

ge

The Wooster eleven will be much
heavier than their opposition, but
where the Springfield men lack weight,
it has speed, one of the things Wooster
lacks in spots. Having weighed the
facts, it looks like the Scots should
make it No. 2.

His average of 41. J will stand up
against some ofjheJest kicking in the
ball to the
marker, two more nation. The longest boot was for 67
yards' toward pay dirt.- - In the Hiram yards.
game Malinowski passed to Lane who
Tom Flippen, before he was injured
lateraled to Ober for a tally. In the
in the Kent State contest, averaged
Heidelberg tilt Kennedy tossed a sear' 38.8 yards
for five kicks. Sam Curry
ing aerial to Twitchell.
has a lone boot of 29 yards.
(Continued from Page 3)
five-yar- d

'

,

.

Team totals show an average of 40.8
per punt. Many times the use of sue
cessful punts is as good as a whole series of offensive plays. And a team with
an average like that to boast about has
been pulled out of some tight spots.

W.

Festive For mals

PUBLIC SQUARE

Order your
CARDS

ROUND TRIP FABE

Beautiful New Jewelry and many other items of beauty for Xmas.
A small deposit will hold them till Xmas.

LIN GIFT SHOP
219 East Liberty Street

shot negative today, and
select the design you want.
,

Snyder Camera Shop
East Liberty at Bever

Quality Dairy Products
N. Bcver St.

DOES
YOUR

r

Sill

Canton, 0.

Bring In your favorite snap-

IDEAL DAIRY
133

St

Wooster, Ohio

Phone 319

ft

1

SHIBLEY & HUDSON

No more
hours over
wash tub for you. just bring your
wash here and our automatic machine
does the week's laundry in half an
hour while you wait. More time for
you to enjoy life.
back-breakin-

2.35

Akron, 0.

1.35

Keni, 0.

2.00

Ravenna, 0.

2.25

Sharon, Pa.

4.35

New Casile, Pa;

4.60

Ml. Vernon,

2.70

0.

1.80

Columbus, 0.

3.60

East Liverpool, 0. 3.35
Prompt Service on Watch Repairs.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

4.60

Bradford, Pa.

9.00

g

Harrisburg, Pa.

We fully guarantee all work.

Oil City,
-

WATCHES

CRYSTAL

-

-

SILVER

Telephone 160

--

6.85
3.60

New York, N. Y. 17.20

JEWELRY
Frequent
Schedules

Thanksgiving will only be complete with special
cakes and delicious rolls from

MOORE'S BAKERY

Pa.

Youngstown, 0.

402 B. liberty St. (Rear)

Moore Tasto Treats

11.65

State College, Pa. 9.90

DIAMONDS

138 E. Liberty

"

Salem, 0.

LAUNDROMAT i2 HOUR
LAUNDRY
Public
Square.

$1.35

Cleveland, 0.

"Tchaikowski"
Song of My Heart

:

BEULAH BECHTEL
Fashion of Distinction

countries.

Gifts . . . Antiques . . . Cards

--

Glittering in high Style Fashions
Nets, Crepes, Taffetas and Satins

PHOTO-GREETIN- G

J AN

-

for ALL THE HOLIDAYS

over-crowdin-

teas.

yards in those punts.

and crossed the finish
against B.-first in the Mt. Union victory.

WOOSTER

-

All-colle-

Kennedy Leads

-

also

"Johnny Belinda"

With the Scots getting it out of their
last Saturday with the near
of
Heidelberg, the Wooster ball
upset
toters should be out there to take win
No. 2. The Scots also have proven to
be a strong home ball club.
system

Only the conference meet remains
Averages 41.3 Yards Per Punt
on the card after today's combat. The
conference meet this year will be at
Myndret Busack, three letter winner,
has not only barked well as the quarter
Oberlin Nov. 18.
back,
but has a terrific punting average.
Stan Skiers paced his teammates in
has put his toe behind the ball
Miney
both of last week's contests. He, came
in third behind King and Weigand 34 times and has sent the pighide 1410

Since 1906 on the Square

MON.

ed

MORE ON

.

of a victory, the stride men went to
work on Mount UhidrT Saturday morn'
ing and brought in the bacon, 23 to 32,
as the W.S.G.A. dance crowd looked
on.

Feudm', Fightin', Fussin1

-

.

(Continued from page 3)

Laiin America

WHOLE WEEK'S WASH

sun:

.

Cross Country

MORE ON

FRI. - SAT. - 2 HITS

Man Eater of Kumaon

.Jim Woodburn, Chuck Bishop, Jim
Walsh, John Dadominici, and Jim Gat'
chell will complete the probable start'
ing lineup. Woodburn weighs 190;
Bishop, 16?; Walsh, 180; Dadominici,
170 ,and Gatchell, 193.

publication.

rd

WOOSTER
THEATRE

re

cut-bill-

student-facult- y

This game undoubtedly was the best
game that the Scots have played this
year. The line held held a team which
according to most predictions couldn't
be held. Bob Twitchell, who all season
has been playing defense, showed that
he had ability for playing offensively.

3

1 TO pounder, will probably get the nod
from Mauer to start in the signal bark,
ing position. At ends John Hiles and
Bill Heath are slated to start the 'sea'
son's final. -

nt

--

chapel last semester, ballots this week
to determine student
$680.50 in fines had been paid, with opinion
eating.
on co-e- d
s
41
still outstanding. The body
The W.A.A. has asked the Senate to
voted unanimously that these fines are
investigate
prices on food bought from
to be given to CARE for relief purposes
food
the
service
department for picnics
in Europe and Asia.
and cabin trips. This was referred to
INDEX finances are $1,226.78 in
a special commitee to be appointed for
the red . for - last - year, the Board of
the investigation of food problem and
Publications reported. This All Amer
the food service department.
....
"
icanyearbook6taff "was caught in "a
By recommmendation of the commitsqueeze between increased prices and
a low volume of sales. S.F.R.C. voted tee on the Gum Shoe Hop scripts, in
to apply $250 to this debt from an fairness to those who handed their
INDEX fund of profits realized in scripts in on time, the deadline has
1944. Methods of financing the re- been set back from December to Nomainder of the deficit were discussed vember 15.
without reaching any conclusions.
Because of an editorial in the Voice,
.
.
.
the matter of fire escapes for Kauke
was considered. Last year, this subject
was carried to the Trustee Committee
on Buildings and Grounds, which de(Continued from page 2)
cided that no need for fire escapes existed. In view of the prevailing campus the university campuses are full of tear
feeling, however, the matter will again gas.
be taken to" the committee for recon
Each of the two election systems has
sideration.
is own advantages. The Northern sys
The question of library space was tem is more moderate and peaceful, but
g
considered. Nightly
of it often defeats its own purposes some'
reading . tables is a problem raised - by what, through excessive moderation and
an increase in enrollment and inde- compromise in the two major parties--.
pendent study work. Dr. Lowry an- The Latin system is fierce and more
nounced that an expert fromChicago open to the . dangers oLdemagoguery,
will be here November 28 to consider but it provides a party with greater
the problem, and suggestions from stu- chances of enacting a definite, enerdents will be welcomed by the librarians. getic program, once it is elected, with'
Other matters considered by the com' out signifying totalitarianism, for the
mittee included the dormitory phone other parties are proportionately represituation, and the YWCA program for sented, too, in Latin American
over-c-

(Continued from page

-

of the United World Federalists and
cooperate with town merchants in set'
make recommendations at the next Senting up Purchase Cards for student
ate meeting. The constitution must meet
at Wooster shops.
the
approval of. the Senate members
Chapel chiseling was reported upon
(Continued from Pag 3)
before,,
a student chapter can be estab
by a committee set up on October.
lished
plays put the ball on the one yard line S.F.R.C. accepted
Woosterr
at
the following pre
and gave the visitors a first down. It posals:
Minor changes in the Freshman con'
e
took two more plays before Paul
1. Continuation of the rule "Any
were presented by M. J.
stitution
finally crashed through for the
student falsifying attendance records Smirt and approved by the Senate.
nnnafeinn ntl tmA
am
da
is to be suspended for the remainder
and the Scots were trailing
The possibility of campus publication
of the semester."
for
independent study papers was dis2. More seats to be placed in the
Price Daw received a short Heidelcussed. It was decided that there should
berg kick and returned it to his own front of chapel.
be
a committee of students and faculty
Better
of
taking
3.
attendance
ways
34 yard line. In eight plays Wooster
work on the idea.
to
will
be
considered.
moved to the Heidelberg 22' yard line
It was further reported that 159
before losing the ball on downs.'
The Senate is conducting a poll by

Princes

...
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Prices To Fit Any Scot's Budget

O

Comfortable
Coaches

GREYHOUND
v

O

Dependable
Service

TERHIIIM

Buckeye and North Sts.

